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To Our Supporters:

We founded Hikma Health to fulfill a singular mission: creating a world where every person is

empowered with personalized healthcare, no matter where they are. With your support, our

team created the leading open source and free health data system for refugee and migrant

healthcare. As we embark on new challenges in 2022, we want to take a moment to sincerely

thank you for your support in 2021.

Your generosity helped us accomplish a great deal this last year. Below, we outline a few ways

that your giving made an impact. In 2021:

● Our team completed the final build of the Hikma Health system based on feedback from

our early clinical partners. Our free and open source mobile application offers

online-offline syncing for secure health data and is available in English, Spanish, and

Arabic. You can read more about the Hikma Health system in our recent publication. We

also describe the technical architecture of the system in more detail in another

publication. You can follow our latest releases on our Github.

● We successfully completed our custom deployments of the Hikma Health system for

Endless Medical Advantage (EMA) in Bekaa, Lebanon and Nueva Vida Health Clinic in

Ciudad Sandino, Nicaragua. We also supported these clinics as they transitioned to have

their deployments of the Hikma Health system independently supported by technical

staff at each clinic. These clinics have traditionally relied on paper records or

spreadsheets to inform patient care, and are now able to deliver personalized,

continuous care using the Hikma Health system.

● We launched our Year of Migrant Health program to expand the global reach and impact

of Hikma Health. As part of this program, we are providing funding, technical support,

and operational guidance to support independent global deployment of the Hikma

Health system. From a number of qualified applicant organizations, we selected eight
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clinical nonprofit organizations in eight different countries, serving tens of thousands of

refugee, migrant, and low-income populations around the world, to deploy the Hikma

Health system.

● We are grateful to have received financial support in 2021 from a number of motivated

and committed individual donors. We also received generous grants from HP Enterprise,

the Gerson Lehrman Group, and Fast Forward. We have continued to spend 100% of our

funding directly on development and deployment of the Hikma Health system.

In 2022, we look forward to evaluating the positive impact of the Year of Migrant Health

program on creating internal capacity and sustainable impact for clinical organizations around

the world. We will continue to conduct research to rigorously monitor the impact of the Hikma

Health system on our partner organizations, their providers and their patients. The ongoing war

in Ukraine and the emerging refugee crisis continues to motivate our work building systems to

support refugee health.

We have been empowered by your generosity to positively impact the lives of over 100,000

people around the world. We invite you to continue supporting our mission to empower people

with free and personalized healthcare by making a gift online or emailing us at

donate@hikmahealth.org. Thank you for your continued support of our work over the last four

years — we simply could not do this without you.

In Gratitude,

Senan Ebrahim Hassaan Ebrahim

Co-Founder & Chair Co-Founder & CEO
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